The video-media startup broadcasts nationally from Washington, D.C. and focuses on a variety of subjects and current topics.

We are looking for students with varied backgrounds – we seek diverse views – and, particularly, the following skills and/or interests:

- communication/journalism (both in-front/behind the camera),
  - In-front of the camera: hosting
  - Behind the camera: strategic messaging/topic coverage
- corporate/business development including liaising between various thought-leaders and helping to find partnership opportunities among corporate, nonprofit, and public interest groups,
- public relations and marketing,
- video editing and production,
- web and graphic design,
- computer science and data science/data visualization, and
- script writing and producing.

The opportunities are unpaid at the moment but, if all progresses according to our strategic plan, we hope to be able to offer paid positions in subsequent semesters as the project expands.

We think it is a great opportunity for students who are curious to see firsthand the challenges of launching and, ideally, succeeding in a competitive startup vertical that is uniquely positioned for innovation.

About me:
I founded Turntable on the premise that the content out there, while voluminous, frequently misses the voice of a younger audience. As for background, I graduated from undergrad and worked in sports (NHL) before joining Wall Street as an investment banker. Next, I transitioned to the buyside of finance working for long-short, value-oriented hedge fund. After law school, I returned to another internship in sports (NHL) prior to starting work full-time as a startup/venture capital lawyer in Boston and, later, Washington, D.C. Most recently I have been working for Techstars, a global startup accelerator, assisting founders from 26 startups in all aspects of scaling their businesses. After more than subtly nudged by a number of founders who I’ve worked with/advised, I decided to use the lessons’ learned and skills acquired working in finance, law, and athletics and apply them to the media area. On the startup front, I continue to advise on startup accelerators in Denver and Las Vegas. I also teach and assist/mentor with the startup programs at Bentley College, Boston College, Boston University, Brown University, George Washington University.

I also take quite seriously the responsibility for ensuring that this a useful, productive, and challenging learning opportunity for students and will do everything possible to ensure the takeaways are substantial.

If interested, please email me directly and include the following information:

1) Subject area(s) of interest and what you would like to gain from being involved

2) Availability (realistic approximation of the amount of time you’d be willing to commit on a weekly basis) factoring in your ability to travel to downtown, Washington, D.C.

3) Resume/summary of the skills and/or focal interests that you believe might be particularly relevant

Contact: Andrew King
Email: andrew.charles.king@gmail.com
Cell: 917-721-8109